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Figure 1: Shemati view of the stru-ture Figure 2: MEB piture of the sampleReently there have been several theoretial studies and experimental demonstrations of smallvolume avities based on a periodi line of holes in a waveguide. Even though this work begansome time ago [1℄ it is only reently that impressive Q fators have been demonstrated whih bringsmany of the predited appliations loser to reality. So far the work has been onentrated onpassive funtionalities in these sorts of strutures. But the strong light on�nement that is possiblein these high Q low volume strutures promise low laser thresholds. Further, the small foot printobtainable is extremely useful for high integrability. In this ontext, Silion photonis is a rapidlydeveloping platform for integrated optis. Combining the low-loss passive silion photoni iruitrywith III-V based ative optial funtionality, we an draw high bene�ts from both worlds. We havesuessfully fabriated a hybrid struture omposed of III-V photoni rystal, made of a row ofholes with a few missing holes in the enter to form a avity, whih is bonded on top of a silionwire. We obtained low threshold lasing and the emitted light is hanneled through the silion wireand oupled to a �bre. 1



We fabriated a platform onsisting of two levels (Fig. 1) omposed of SOI narrow waveguides(~500nm wide and ~220nm high) where the light propagates passively, and InP waveguide ontain-ing quantum wells. The light from the passive lower level ouples in evanesently and interats withthe membrane to ahieve lasing and the emitted light is then hanneled out through the lower level.InP-based heterostruture is adhesively bonded to the SOI wires using the planarising polymerBCB. The suess of the fabriation depends on the quality of the two parts and on the aurayand the repeatability of the alignment of the PC strutures with subjaent waveguides. The BCBthikness is set to be around 800nm in order to optimise the evanesent wave oupling withoutexessively degrading the Q of the avity. Silion waveguides are fabriated in a CMOS fab using193nm DUV lithography on SOI, InP wafers are grown by MOCVD. Markers written on the masklevel of the SOI waveguides allow us to align the eletron beam lithography de�ned Photoni Crys-tal (PC) level, aurately to the Si waveguides. The PC is then patterned in the III-V membraneusing reative ion ething and indutively oupled plasma ething. Sanning eletron mirosopymeasurements (Fig. 2) show that our PC waveguides are aligned bang on top of SOI wires withauraies better than 30nm!The struture is optially pumped from the surfae at 800nm and the emitted light at 1.55µmis deteted simultaneously from the surfae of the PhC and at the output of the SOI wire. Thedeteted light is sent to a ooled spetrometer for analysis. The results of the measurements areshown Fig. 3. As the design of the avity is optimised for guided mode emission and it is seen inFig. 4 (�gure omparaison) that the guided emission is a fator of three higher than the vertialemissionIn onlusion, we demonstrate lasing operation with fairly low thresholds. The redution in sizeahieved point the way to the ahievement of densely integrated waveguide strutures for optialommuniation systems. Further, the diret oupling of the nanolasers in the guided wave on�gu-ration to the silion waveguide renders them their inorporation in integrated optial platforms easy.

Figure 3: Laser operation Figure 4: Emission measured from top (blue) vsfrom wire (red)[1℄ Nature 390 (1997) 6656 2


